JUDGES’ RETEST DIRECTIVES

17 March 2022

The Retest Schedule has now been published on the FIG website under “Judging” at: http://fig-docs.com/judges/Retests_Schedule_15March2022.pdf

Meeting the registration deadlines is most critical to our efficiency of assuring that all candidate judges are entered correctly in the online retesting system.

IMPORTANT NOTE: GMT (Greenwich Mean Time) will be used as the only time reference for all Practice Retest and all Official Retest schedules due to the various daylight savings time changes in a majority of countries this month and next. We suggest that judges, during the week of the Official Retest, check their local time in comparison to our official start time in GMT (a fixed time zone that never changes) to confirm the correct start time.

Registration

Only judges who were originally registered for a past Test can participate in a Retest (i.e., no new judges may register to take a Retest). There are only three types of judges who may take a Retest:

1. Candidate judges who failed their original online Test
2. Candidate judges who had a technical problem (personal device or network) during their original online Test
3. Candidate judges who were originally registered and never took or completed their original online Test

The online Retest may be the last opportunity for a judge to qualify for a brevet in 2022. The next opportunities may be the 2023 Regional Courses. More information will be available in the Summer of 2022.

Registrations must be made through the FIG online database. Please see the Judges’ Online Test Directives for more information:

The online database will open today for the Retest registrations.

The Practice Retests

Judges can enter any time after the opening date and time in GMT. They may take the Practice Retest as many times as they like until 24 hours before the Official Retest time. It is critical for all candidate judges to take and complete the Practice Retest. It is not necessary to take the Practice Retest on its opening time, and it is the only method for candidate judges to check their personal device and network while exploring the online input screens. The Practice Retests do not offer judging evaluation feedback.
The Official Retests
Candidate judges must take the Official Retest in the same time zone as their continental union, unless special permission is granted in writing by the FIG. Every judge will receive a different Retest than their original Test and each routine will be in random order within each component. Candidate judges should be sure to use the same device and network as the Practice Retest.

Login Credentials
These credentials are the same as the original Official Test, as posted in the database for each judge of a federation. The login for each judge is now the same for STS study site, Practice Retest, and Retest.

Technical Support:
In order to receive help with any technical or registration issue, please contact: testsupport@fig.sport.

This email will be monitored at various times during the working days as well as close to the start and throughout all Practice Retests and Official Retests. Candidate judges should expect rapid response to any issues.
Updated Retest Instructions will be posted on the STS Study site before the Practice Retests in each discipline.

CHF 150.- Fee:
Judges will have their National Federation billed just one time, regardless of whether the judge took the Test, the Retest or both. This is an adjustment from the original Directives.

Please share this document with all Retest candidate judges. Further updates to this document may be released as needed.